Good Morning and welcome to this month’s Developmental Training on LICWO
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Today we will be covering the MCO 4600.7A as it applies to LICWO
both prior to and following TDY as well as how to complete the CTW.
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We always like to start with the DTMO website as it is very comprehensive, and has
information on all aspects of government travel as well as tools for you and your
travelers. The areas I’d like to point out that would be especially helpful for this topic
would be the Commercial Air which is under Travel Programs highlighted here in green.
This is where you can look up city pair fares.
And don’t forget…
Joint Travel Regulations (JTR) (yellow rectangle): is available for you to reference travel
policy.
DTS Login Button (red oval): We recommend that you access DTS through this link on
the DTMO website instead of a favorited link in your browser. Why?...Two reasons:
1) When you login here, it opens a new tab for DTS and a DTMO tab remains open for
easy reference.
2) It also gives you a fresh DTS link every time, which is a especially important after
updates.
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This is our website, the URL is at the top but you can also Google “Quantico DTS
Helpdesk” and we’ll be the first hit.
We have compiled several things for you in one place. From the main page you can click
on the link Resources and it will take you the screen you see on this slide. Here we have
compiled links to all the travel regulations such as the JTR, Marine Corps Orders to
include the one we are covering today Marine Corps Order 4600.7A USMC Passenger
Transportation Program (green rectangle).
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The use of the Travel Management Center (TMC) for all travel reservations is required,
either through DTS or by contacting them directly. TMC may also be utilized for leisure
travel as long as you notify them that you are wanting to procure tickets for leisure
travel utilizing your personal credit card.
The AO must ensure travelers are using the least expensive City Pair flight that meets
the mission (if available). This is why a Constructed Travel Worksheet is required when it
comes to exchanging tickets due to leave. The Gov’t has a responsibility to get the
traveler to the TDY location and back, however depending on when and where leave is
being taken the AO will need to utilize the Constructed Travel Worksheet to determine
what that limit is.
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If the traveler is going on leave prior to TDY then the authorization must show the
official TDY location for the duration of the trip, to include the leave period. For
example, if you are going on leave to Orlando, FL, but your TDY is being performed in
Tampa, FL, your itinerary should reflect you departing from your Residence/PDS to
Tampa, FL (TDY site) and return to Residence/PDS. If taking leave at multiple TDY
locations, the orders must reflect leave days as part of the official TDY location the leave
is associated with. Failure to include/associate TDY leave with the proper TDY location
will result in an improper per diem payment of meals & incidental expenses.
EXAMPLES: 1. Taking leave prior to TDY (associate with 1st TDY site). 2. Taking leave
between multiple TDY sites (associate with intermediate TDY site immediately prior to
start date of leave). 3. Taking leave after all TDY is complete (associate with last TDY
site).
When the traveler creates the Authorization they will need to book their airfare from
their PDS’ servicing terminal to the TDY’s servicing terminal. Once the authorization has
been approved and the flights ticketed, the traveler can then contact TMC directly to
request an exchange to fly to their leave location. In the example I just gave it would be
to Orlando instead of Tampa. If the cost is the same it can remain on the GTCC, if it is
less the credit will be applied to the GTCC, any amount over the original cost will need
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to be paid for by the traveler’s personal CC. Remember the traveler must request
receipts for the exchange showing the change in cost, and refund if applicable.
A CTW will need to be completed showing the lowest GSA (YCA) contract cost from the
PDS’ servicing terminal to the TDY servicing terminal. The traveler would simply use the
cost of the fares reserved in their Auth. as that is the amount that will set the
government’s reimbursable limit. If the cost of the exchanged tickets were less than the
reservation amount, when the traveler creates their voucher they would need to
remove or zero out the original airfare cost under expenses and then create a new
expense and name it “Airfare LICWO” entering the actual cost of their exchanged ticket.
Again remember they will need to upload their exchanged receipts and annotate in the
comments to the AO that they are claiming the LICWO ticket cost as it was less than the
CTW.
Remember, the TMC fee cannot be claimed in the CTW as TMC already charged it when
they initially ticketed the flights. The traveler is only entitled to the one no‐touch fee,
there is no entitlement for the exchange as that is for the traveler’s convenience.
The important thing to note with LICWO is that the official flights must be ticketed prior
to the traveler requesting an exchange. TMC will not make a change to the reservation
to support LICWO, they will only exchange airfare that has already been ticketed.
One important thing to know when it comes to LICWO prior to TDY, if the trip is
cancelled there is no requirement for the gov’t to reimburse the cost of the official
ticket. This is at the traveler’s expense, and all travel related expenses incurred during
leave is also at the traveler’s expense and should be charged on a personal card not to
the GTCC.
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If the traveler is going on leave at the same location the TDY took place and they are
departing from there back to PDS then they would reserve the return flight through DTS
as normal utilizing their GTCC. There would be no exchange process needed in this
situation. The only time the CTW may be required is if the actual return date to the PDS
crosses into the new FY, but the constructed date of return is earlier than October 1.
GSA airfare costs change by FY and reimbursement is based on constructed return date
(Up to 30 Sep), not actual return date (After 1 Oct). In this case you would need to use
the CTW to compare the flight at the prior year’s rate vice the new.
If the traveler is going on leave at a different location but is returning to the TDY
location to fly back to PDS, then again the flight can be booked through DTS as normal
and no exchange process would be needed. Any flights purchased to and from the leave
location would need to be purchased out of pocket. The TMC may be utilized but the
traveler would need to advise them that the ticket is for leisure and their personal
credit card would be used.
If the traveler is going to be returning from any location other than the TDY location,
then they would need to create a CTW. The traveler would need to reserve their flights
in DTS as if they were returning from the TDY location. This will give the traveler the
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amount to put in the CTW. They will then need to wait for TMC to ticket the flights prior
to contacting them to make the exchange.
So the thing to remember with LICWO following TDY is that if the traveler is doing
anything different than flying from the TDY location to the PDS, a CTW is needed.
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Quick Question before we head into the CTW.
Answer B‐Always. The initial booking is through DTS to and from the TDY site.
The exchange is the only piece that is not done in DTS.
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So now we’re going to walk you through the process of completing a Constructed Travel
Worksheet when LICWO is taking place. It is slightly different than when completing it
because a different mode of transportation is being taken.
Prior to travelers actually travelling, the AO will authorize a mode of transportation,
generally that will be commercial air and the location of TDY is dictated by mission
requirements.
When a traveler is going on leave prior to or following their TDY trip a Constructed
Travel Worksheet may be needed, in order to establish the government’s liability for
reimbursing their travel.
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Even though the traveler may utilize the TMC to exchange their tickets to accommodate
their leave; the AO has the responsibility to determine the government cost and limit
the traveler. This is done through Constructed Travel.
The Constructed Travel Worksheet (CTW) allows the Traveler and AO to see a
comparison between the official ticket cost vs. the ticket cost supporting their leave.
The CTW changes often so make sure to use the version from the DTMO website as that
will be the most current version.
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Here’s how the process works if the traveler is choosing to fly to/from a leave location
that is different than the TDY location.
The traveler creates their DTS authorization with the flights to/from their PDS to the
TDY location and once TMC has ticketed the flights, they can then contact TMC to make
an exchange for their “leave” flights.
The traveler then completes a Constructed Travel Worksheet (CTW) and enters the cost
of the flights from DTS. This is the constructed cost of the directed transportation mode
and uploads it under the Expenses screen in the Authorization.
The AO will approve the actual ticket cost NTE the government cost. For example, if the
CTW is $500.00 and the traveler’s exchanged flight cost $400.00. Then the traveler will
only be reimbursed the $400 that was actually charged.
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Let’s walk through a scenario together that illustrates the process. Every CTW situation
is different and must be handled on it’s own merit, this is just one example of a traveler
taking LICWO prior to the start of TDY.
A traveler is directed to Tampa, FL. for a 5 day TDY period, that’s 3 TDY days and a travel
day each way.
The traveler lives in Stafford
The AO directed the traveler to use the standard mode which is air and the traveler is
wanting to go on LICWO in Orlando prior to the start of TDY in Tampa.
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The first thing the traveler will do is create their Authorization, select their flights to and
from the TDY location, once they know the cost of the airfare they can then complete
the CTW with that information.
The traveler can copy and paste the link from the DTMO website into their browser and
the screen at the top left corner will appear.
Click on the link “Constructed Travel Worksheet – Authorization” and when the please
wait screen appears (screen shot top right corner), click to download as a pdf file on
your desktop, once saved.
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The traveler will then need to open the pdf file from their desktop and the Enable All
Features will be available. Once they click on that, the CTW will open.
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In section 1 under “Mode” they will select the standard/directed mode of
transportation which would generally be Air per JTR 020203. Keep in mind that this is
not what they are choosing to use, this is just where they will enter the cost of the
original tickets booked because that sets the government’s liability of reimbursement.
Each leg of travel will be it’s own line. Layovers are not a leg, it means PDS to 1st TAD
location etc.
They must show the fare code being compared next to the word Air, in most cases the
code would be “YCA” which refers to GSA City Pair Fares. We’re going to look at how to
find airfare costs next.
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The traveler will select the flights from their servicing airport terminal to the TDY
location and return. The amount charged for these flights is the same amount that will
need to be entered in the CTW.
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We highly recommend that screen shots be taken of the reservation screen in DTS
showing the cost of each flight and the total. This way if the reservations need to be
removed for any reason in the voucher, you will have supporting documentation for the
amount that was entered in the CTW.
Otherwise the Finance Office has to search the contract rates and those contracts don’t
include the taxes and fees.
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The next step is to take the fares we looked up and add them to the CTW. These blocks
needs to be completely filled out with the airport code, City and State in each location.
Notice, in the mode block we have “Air (YCA)” that means it’s a GSA Contract Rate that
we looked up. If there is more than one TAD location, those in between flights would
go in the additional lines.
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For LICWO the CTW only needs to have section 1 completed with the flight costs. Once
you populate that screen, it will automatically fill in Section 2. Normally you would also
include any other costs associated with flying. However, in this case you would only use
the flights. The CTO fee would not be included in this scenario because these flights
were booked utilizing DTS, and the CTO can only be claimed once. So the total amount
of the CTW is $666.40. So the governments reimbursable limit is set at $666.40.
Section 3 and 4 would be left blank for this scenario.
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Once the traveler has completed the CTW, they will load it to their DTS authorization,
making sure to load it under expenses as the correct document type.
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If the cost of the exchange ticket is less than the CTW, then on the voucher the traveler
would need to remove the original airfare amount from the Expense screen and then
Click to Add new, select Other Expenses from the drop down and then scroll all the way
to the bottom and select Other‐Create your Own. Name the expense Airfare LICWO and
then enter the actual cost of the exchanged tickets. In the Notes the traveler can
indicate that the exchanged tickets were less than the CTW.
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The answer would be B. TMC will only exchange tickets after the official tickets
have been purchased. They will not make changes to a reservation prior to
ticketing.
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The answer is B. As I mentioned earlier the only exception would be if the leave
dates cross into the new fiscal year.
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Thank you for attending today’s training.
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